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THE EA BANKING SECTOR , BEYOND BASEL 

 A summary of the major reforms
• Basel 3 and global governance of the banking sector 

• More specific to EA: Banking Union settlement

 What implications for the EA banking sector?
• Major strengthening of banks’ balance sheet

• Together with the low interest context, profitability has suffered

 Issues that remain
• Legacy issues

• Regulatory and political agenda

 Evolution of the structure of the EA banking sector
• Competition from US investment banks

• Toward less bank-financing
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Capital

 Improving the quality of capital (greater focus on common equity)
 Higher RWA requirements to better capture risks related to trading, 

securitizations, off-balance sheet and counterparty credit exposures 

 Raising the minimum capital requirement ratios

 Introduction of a ‘non risk-based’ leverage ratio, capturing both on- and off-
balance sheet exposures and derivatives

 Addressing procyclicality 
 capital conservation buffer 
 countercyclical buffer

 Addressing the risks of ‘systemically important banks’ 
 capital surcharges, contingent capital, bail-in debt

 Introduction of global minimum liquidity standards:
 30-day liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), 
 longer-term structural liquidity ratio (Net Stable Funding Ratio - NSFR)

Liquidity

Balance 
sheet

THE THREE PILIARS OF BASEL 3
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REGULATORY GOVERNANCE HAS EVOLVED  
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
So as an introduction, here is a snapshot of the regulatory landscape of the banking industry – quite simplified indeed! as working groups and institutions working on capital are many. Capital requirement are tightly looked at by regulators which is good.It is beyond doubt that the Basel Committee and the Financial Stability Board have been working actively to ensure a degree of global harmonization for internationally active and systemic banks. In Europe as well the Banking union is an important step.However, there is a risk of new kind of “Balkanization” of the regulatory landscape:  A “global” regulation giving main orientations (in a prescriptive manner) Some national regulations which can create specificities and distortions European Union in-between which aim to create a certain uniformity and to preserve European specificities with regard to economy financing  A different stance for G-SIBs (additional buffers, TLAC, etc.) vs. non G-SIBs (proportionality principle)As a consequence, rules are heterogeneous, with some national specificities (UK, Switzerland etc) that makes it more complex. Examples of national discretions: UK with central bank deposit out of scope for leverage ratio EU with the exemption of kCVA for Sovereign and Corporate transactions
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SPECIFIC TO EA: BANKING UNION

New rules to make 
banks better 
capitalized and 
risks better 
controlled

ECB directly 
supervises +/-130 
important banks. 
National 
supervisors work 
closely together 
within an 
integrated system

If all else fails, as last 
resort the Single 
Resolution Board can 
decide to resolve a 
failing bank, backed 
by a fund that banks 
themselves pay in to

EDIS provides a 
stronger and a 
more uniform 
degree of 
insurance cover 
for all retail 
depositors in the 
banking Union.

Source: EC

Relatore
Note di presentazione
CG
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BANKS HAVE STRENGTHENED THEIR BALANCE SHEETS
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Solvency ratios Loan-to-deposit ratios                              

Relatore
Note di presentazione
This trend, depsite the fact that banks have strengthened their balance sheets.Indeed Banks have undertaken profound transformations over recent years, solvability and Core Tier 1 ratios show progress done Those charts have been taken from an ECB report. On the LHS : capital, on RHS liquidityBanks have accumulated large amounts of capital since 2011, leading to a strong improvement of capital ratios  Large increase of CET1 since the last 5 years : Increase by 1 300 bn EUR, mainly coming from capitalized revenue (very low part coming from capital raised)Since end-June 2011, banks has increased their CET1 capital by 60%(figures from BCBS report based on the 100 largest banks worldwide)Those transformation have impovre banks solvability : improve banks ability to absorb losses. But at the same time it has mechanically lowered their return on equityRHS Liquidity A gradual return by euro area banks to more stable funding sources has reduced vulnerabilities stemming from abrupt changes in market sentiment
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SOME LEGACY PROBLEMS CONTINUE TO WEIGH
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Source: EBA

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In EZ, part of the explanation is coming from legacy problem remaining from the crisis.On this chart : amount of NPL per country, and in % of gross loans =) GR/CY and Italy.Bank sector restructuration is undergoing in Italy.Estimation of 40bn fresh capital needed. =) Bail in versus bailoutFor Unicredit =) marketFor Monte Paschi =)Italians authority want to consider it as systemic =)Brussel is reviewing the preventive recapitalization (evaluated at 8.8 by the ECB, of which the Italian gvt may ine fine pay 6.6 bn).Questions remains also for smallest venetian banks (Atlante but deposits leakage). Systemic?For Italy =) pb of credit availabily and then for the recovery that is still lagging behind other major EZ economies.
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PROFITABILITY REMAINS MODERATE
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Source: BIS

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Despite a recent upturn of the market, returns and equity valuations are still struggling.It highlights profitability concerns by market players. Many large banks in advanced economies post return on equity (LHS) below 10%.  These rates are often regarded as falling short of investors demands. Which is suggesting that retunr expectations may not yet have fully adjusted to the new market and regulatory environment.Bank valuation (RHS) also point to continued investor scepticism about the bank profitability outlook.Lower profits imply diminished access to equity capital. Then profitability concerns may hinder or delay necessary balance sheet repair and sap the capacity to undertake new lending or invest in new technologies.
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POLITICAL AND REGULATORY UNCERTAINTIES
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The agenda may evolve according to US policy decision and Brexit implementation. 

Regulatory issues that remain open
- Basel 4
- Banking union : proportionality; EDIS/Derisking
- Macroprudential

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Concerns about bank profitability relate to compliance costs to new regulation.Chart coming from the BCG consulting group.They evaluate that the number of individual regulatory changes that banks must track on a global scale has more than tripled since 2011.They consider that regulation must be considered as a permanent rise. =) recent political development may however put a threat on a coordination at the global level.And important projects remain on the table : the final steps of B3 often called B4 by the banking industry (internal model harmonisation). That mays reinforce capital exgence in particular for EZ banks. But also UB, with the Bail-in versus bailout 
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STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE EA FINANCING SYSTEM
Competition from US peers
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Market shares of Investment Banks 
in the region: Eurozone, Middle East and Africa

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Two tendencies
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STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE EA FINANCING SYSTEM
Towards less banking-financing and more market-based
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STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE EA FINANCING SYSTEM
Banking sector size is stabilizing, with less banks
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Number of credit institutions
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STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE EA FINANCING SYSTEM
Towards genuine European banks?
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